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Aim:   

The aim of the project is An Efficient prediction based user recruitment for mobile crowdsensing. 

 

Abstract: 

     Mobile crowdsensing is a new paradigm in which a group of mobile users exploit their smart devices to 

cooperatively perform a large-scale sensing job. One of the users’ main concerns is the cost of data uploading, which 

affects their willingness to participate in a crowdsensing task. In this paper, we propose an efficient Prediction-based 

User Recruitment for mobile crowdsensing (PURE), which separates the users into two groups corresponding to 

different price plans: Pay as you go (PAYG) and Pay monthly (PAYM). By regarding the PAYM 

Users as destinations, the minimizing cost problem goes to recruiting the users that have the largest contact 

probability with a destination. We first propose a semi-Markov model to determine the probability distribution of user 

arrival time at points of interest (PoIs) and then get the inter-user contact probability. Next, an efficient prediction-

based user-recruitment strategy for mobile crowdsensing is proposed to minimize the data uploading cost. We then 

propose PURE-DF by extending PURE to a case in which we address the tradeoff between the delivery ratio of sensing 

data and the recruiter number according to Delegation Forwarding. We conduct extensive simulations based on three 

widely-used real-world traces: roma/taxi, epfl, and geolife. The results show that, compared with other recruitment 

strategies, PURE achieves a lower recruitment payment and PURE-DF achieves the highest delivery efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With more than 50 percent of world population living in cities and nearly 70 percent of world population 
projected to live in cities by 2050, it is expected that cities will face various challenges from sustainability 
and energy use to safety and effective service delivery. Advances in the effective integration of networked 
information systems, sensing and communication devices, data sources, decision making, and physical 
infrastructure are creating new opportunities to reduce traffic congestion, fight crime, foster economic 
development, reduce greenhouse gases, and make local governments more open, responsive, and efficient. 
More and more cities are beginning to harness the power of sensors, engage citizens equipped with 
smartphones, cloud computing, high-speed networks, and data analytics. There has been a worldwide trend 
toward smart cities. 
 The user recruitment for mobile crowdsensing (PURE) where multiple users with higher contact 
probability to the destinations can be recruited to cooperatively perform a common task, ensuring that the 
expected data-uploading cost is minimal. In PURE, user can be divided into the following two groups [20] 
according to their common price plans: 
   

• Pay As You Go (PAYG): A user pays a data cost according to the amount of data transferred, e.g. 
$0.2/MB. 
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• Pay Monthly (PAYM): A user can transfer an unlimited amount of data during a month-long period, 
e.g. $8/month. 

The price plan is decided by the user’s preference and has no relationship to the sensing task.  Assuming 
that a sensing task wants to collect real-time sensing data from many points of interest (PoIs) in an urban 
areas (eg. Current traffic jam situations in some PoIs), and the sensing data needs to be uploaded before the 
given deadline. Some mobile users move around in the urban area every day. If a mobile user participates 
in crowdsensing, the user will charge a recruiting payment from the publisher of the sensing task. However, 
this paper focuses on the uploading payment, not the recruiting payment. 

 

A running example of mobile crowdsensing network model. 

 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

    EXISTING SYSTEM 

 In the existing model the mobile user should be connected and share the data via internet. 
Mobile crowdsensing occurs in three stages: data collection, data storage and data upload. 
 Data collection draws on sensors available through the internet of thinks. There are three main 
strategies for collecting this data. 
 1. The user of a device collects data manually. This can include taking pictures or using 
Smartphone application. 
 2. The user can manually control data collection, but some data can be collected automatically, 
such as when a user opens an application. 
 3. Data sensing is triggered by a particular context that has been predefined (e.g.., a device begins 
to collect data when the user is in a particular place at a particular time). 

 
Problem definition: 

 In the main drawback of the mobile crowdsensing is the cost of the data uploading, which affect 
their willingness to participate in a crowdsensing task. We consider the user recruitment problem for 
mobile crowdsensing in the above network model. Without loss of generality, a sensing task will assign 

some sensing data. 
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2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose an efficient prediction based User Recruitment for mobile crowdsensing. Our main goal is to 
allow all the mobile user to participate in mobile crowdsensing process. In Existing system when the user 
is not having enough data balance they won’t participate in the crowdsensing process. 
  Our Aim is to make participate those user in crowdsensing, by allowing then to transfer 
those collected information  to the nearby device through wireless medium without having any data loss, 
but they can’t able to upload those information to cloud. T collected information will be upload only it 
reach to the user who’s having the enough data balance. All these Crowdsensing will be done based on the 
user acceptance. 
 

System Features 

In Proposed system, PSU (personalized search) scheme with efficient and secure updates we introduced an 
efficient and reliable methodology for search over encrypted data. Here the encrypted keyword search pre 
computes the resulting search documents for the input query from users through Natural language 
processing Technique which is implemented on gateway (client side) on user file upload. Hence the 
matching documents which is pre compute the before searching the encrypted cloud contents are retrieved 
from cloud. Here we does not pull all the encrypted data’s from cloud for searching, which is time 
consuming and ineffective. The matching documents memory locations on mobile storage are retrieved 
from the serializable objects which is stored in the gateway. User can download the resulting documents 
after getting the keys from the group owner. Asymmetric kind of encryption for key re-encryption and is 
more secured. 
  User can upload the files in public and private mode. If user uploads files in public mode, the file 
is to encoded using Base64 algorithm. If user uploads in private mode the file content is encrypted using 
RSA algorithm and then can give access control for each group user. PSU proceeds in seven phases, System 
Setup, Building Encrypted Database, Trapdoor Generation, Search, Auditing, Decryption and, Efficient and 
Secure Updating.User search in cloud using keywords, cloud can send the related files to respective user. 
If data user wants to read the contents of files, data user should request to cloud and then cloud will request 
to data owner. Data owner checks the user attributes and access control, then the owner forward the private 
key and data’s in secure manner. 
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Main Advantages 

• Almost zero deployment cost 

•  Less labour intensive 

• Large and heterogeneous sampling 

• Benefits for the user 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

      

 

 MODULES 

• User Registration & Login 

• Admin Pre-process 

• Posting an Advertisement 

• Upload Data to Server 

 
User Registration & Login: 
  Initially User need to register to the cloud by providing all  the necessary detail and also 
providing the type of user like (user with data balance ie.3g or 4g user or a normal user ) and also 
providing the user preference to view based on the user preference user will receive the Suggested content  
  The user can participate in the Mobile Crowdsensing if the user type to be set as normal 
user then the particular user can only able to receive the particular information and forward the 
corresponding information to the nearby device through wireless medium. 
 
Admin Preprocess 

 In Admin Process here we are assuming admin as the merchant. The main aim of admin or 
merchant is to advertising his product or advertising his shop for any discount. First Merchant need to 
register their name in the cloud by the providing type of shop username. ` 
 Merchant can be able to advertise post and he will finally receive the number of count who view 
the particular advertisement. The Advertisement will be view by only to the particular user who has the 
same preference related to that particular advertisement. 
 
Posting an Advertisement 
 Merchant will post the advertisement in the cloud from cloud all the particular advertisement will 
goes to the nearby user, and travel to all the nearby user. 
 While uploading an add merchant also upload a corresponding image those image also forward to 
all the mobile user who views the advertisement. 
 
Upload Data to Server: 
  Each time the user view the number of count will increase and from the count it forward 
to the nearby user , the forwarding will be only take only when the user have the normal mobile 
connection if the user have 3g or 4g user the user will upload the count data to the cloud. Once the 
information will receive in cloud, it forward the count to the corresponding user. 
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Architecture Diagram: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 

 

 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

• Hard Disk :  500GB and Above 

• RAM  : 4GB and Above 

• Processor : I3 and Above 

 

 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  

• Windows 7 and above 

• JDK 1.8 

• Tomcat 6.0 

• MySQL5.0 

• Android  
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3. CONCLUSION 

 
Smart Cities is a trending topic, and many research efforts are being made worldwide to progress towards 
that new paradigm which encompasses several areas including smart government, Smart transport, smart 
environment, and smart grid. Since air pollution is considered to be one of the most significant health risks 
worldwide, smart environment obviously becomes a very important area in the Smart City context. We 
have looked into the problem of user recruitment in mobile crowdsensing campaigns drawing on 
opportunistic networking methods. First, we divide the users in the network into PAYG (uploading costly) 
users and PAYM users (uploading freely), and we formalize this problem as recruiting the user of the 
highest contact probability with PAYM users. Then, according to the semi-Markov model, we propose an 
efficient Prediction-based User Recruitment for mobile crowdsEnsing, where the PAYG user’s contact 
probability with destinations is achieved and where multiple users can be recruited to cooperatively perform 
a common task, ensuring that the expected data-uploading cost is minimal. 
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